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Who takes SATs?

Children in English schools take SATs in year 2 and in year 6. In year 2, 
children are tested in maths and English (reading and spelling, 
punctuation and grammar). These tests are generally carried out in a 
very informal way so your child's under as little pressure as possible. 
There's no time limit and they're often done in small groups.

In year 6, the SATs become more formal – they're taken in a formal 
setting within a time limit. 



Information about Year 6 SATs: Maths

The maths test consists of three papers - one arithmetic 
paper of 30 minutes and two reasoning papers of 40 
minutes each.



Information about Year 6 SATs: Maths

The arithmetic paper tests your child’s understanding of 
number along with mental and written calculation skills. 
Your child will need to know a range of number facts (such 
as their times tables). They're also tested on their 
knowledge of written methods of calculations



Useful preparation- knowing times table recall facts 

Knowing all your times table facts helps to lighten the 
cognitive load.
How does this relate to being successful in both arithmetic 
and reasoning papers?















Information about Year 6 SATs: Maths

Papers two and three are reasoning tests. Your child will 
need to apply their mathematical knowledge to solve 
problems. This could mean buying things in a shop, 
adapting recipes for different numbers or calculating 
area and perimeter for tiling a floor. These test papers 
cover a broader area of maths, including geometry and 
statistics, as well as number knowledge and arithmetic.



Single-Step problems
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Single-Step worded  problems



Multi-Step worded problems
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Problems involving measures
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Problems that involve drawing
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Ordering Questions
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CGP Revision guides and useful website links

Hit the button times tables 
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/maths-games/hit-the-button

http://www.amathsdictionaryf
orkids.com/qr/qr.html

Online dictionary for children 
which explains common 
mathematical terms in simple 
language (including visual 
representations)

https://www.topmarks.co.uk/maths-games/hit-the-button
http://www.amathsdictionaryforkids.com/qr/qr.html
http://www.amathsdictionaryforkids.com/qr/qr.html


Maths revision websites and apps to support your child
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